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ABSTRACT
Protection of data, information, and knowledge is a hot topic in today’s business environment. Societal,
legislative and consumer pressures are forcing companies to examine business strategies, modify
processes and acknowledge security to accept and defend accountability. Research indicates that a
significant portion of the financial losses is due to straight forward software design errors. Security
should be addressed throughout the application development process via an independent methodology
containing customizable components. The methodology is designed to integrate with an organization’s
existing software development processes while providing structure to implement secure applications,
helping companies mitigate hard and soft costs.
INTRODUCTION
Some of the most precious commodities in today’s business environment include data, information and
knowledge. Management of the data asset is becoming increasingly challenging as the world
progressively utilizes the World Wide Web to conduct business. It has been said that “one man’s data
can be another man’s knowledge, and vice versa, depending on context”.[40] Once data is collected
through a Web enabled application, then the challenge morphs into information and knowledge
management as businesses take advantage of the Internet, intranets, extranets, and wireless connections
to their networks. As Ralph Basham, the Director of the Secret Service put it "Information is the world's
new currency; information has value".[20] This point is reinforced by Thomas A. Stewart when he
wrote in The Wealth of Knowledge “Knowledge is what we buy, sell, and do”.[40] “Knowledge
management involves capturing, classifying, evaluating, retrieving and sharing all of a company’s
information assets in a way that provides context for effective decisions and actions”[14]. As strategic
alliances and partnerships develop, it will become increasingly necessary for a company’s information
and knowledge to be available to all parties in the appropriate forms, at the appropriate place and
time.[14] The main conduit for this transfer of knowledge, information and data is the Web. A major
management issue that has become increasingly visible in today’s Web market place is the security of an
organization’s data, information, and knowledge assets.
Security failures cost companies staggering amounts of money and have become a global epidemic that
affects everyone in the world of e-business. There are several factors that contribute to an organization’s
security cost. The cost associated with application development is one of those factors. An article
published in Secure Business Quarterly titled “Tangible ROI through Secure Software Engineering”
(Fourth Quarter of 2001) states that “one dollar required to resolve an issue during the design phase
grows into 60 to 100 dollars to resolve the same issue after the application has shipped”.[23] They also
indicate that the return on investment (ROI) can be as high as 21 percent when examined during the

design phase.[23] Even if the security flaw is not caught until the test phase, Gartner estimates that the
cost to fix a “security vulnerability during testing to be less than 2 percent of the cost of removing it
from a production system”.[35]
Competitive market pressure is forcing businesses to improve application functionality and time to
market in the web development environment. This atmosphere has encouraged research in development
methodologies in the area of Web Engineering. Web Engineering is “the application of systematic,
disciplined and quantifiable approaches to development, operation, and maintenance of Web-based
applications”.[10, 11] Web Engineering methodologies do not make any direct references to security,
hence today’s web applications face major security problems.[17]
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the business incentive for implementing security from an
organizational point of view and examines, from a business perspective, a possible solution to security
issues during application development through the use of the Web Engineering Security (WES)
Methodology.
BUSINESS INCENTIVE
The 2004 CSI/FBI Computer Crime and Security Survey estimates losses from internet security
breaches in the US to have exceeded $141 million within the last year.[18]
The
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PWC) information security breaches survey estimates that the average cost,
for a large company’s most serious security breach, is around $220 thousand.[37, 43] The survey
indicates that organizations experience an average of fifteen breaches per year.[37] It also estimates
that one-third of the breaches are serious breaches involving significant cost.[37] The PWC survey also
indicates that security problems are on the rise in the United Kingdom and that malicious attacks are the
primary culprits.[37] A deeper analysis of the surveys indicates that Internet probing is significantly
increasing. [37] It also indicates that there are problems with web site defacement, misuse of public web
applications, unauthorized access, insider net abuse, denial of service attacks and viruses. [18] This
information demonstrates that there are individuals actively looking for software vulnerabilities on the
web. This point is reinforced by testimony from Robert F. Decay, Director, Information Security Issues
indicating that patch management is critical in mitigating cyber vulnerabilities.[6] According to the same
report, the number of security vulnerabilities reported is increasing and attacks are becoming automated.
[6] Software security encompasses more than encryption and password maintenance. The ability to
defend against software attacks, in the long run, will need to come from “more rigorous software
engineering practices, better tools and technologies”.[6]
According to Deloitte & Touche’s 2004 Global Security Survey, the number of systems being
compromised in the financial sector is on the rise and attacks are increasing.[7, 8] Now, either more
companies are being more forthcoming with information, or more systems are being compromised, or
possibly both. The truth of the matter is that we really do not know the exact number of systems that are
truly being compromised. Most companies do not want this information made public for a variety of
reasons. For example, they do not want to admit, from a reputation standpoint, that their systems have
been compromised; they do not want to endure the expense necessary to rectify the problem; they do not
know how to fix the problem or, even worse, they are not even aware that their systems have been
compromised.
These issues can be summarized in terms of the economical cost. Since bad news sells in today’s press
environment, companies do not want to sustain damage to their reputations or lose public good will

which would translate into soft cost. Soft cost, also referred to in the accounting profession as indirect
cost, in this instance refers to costs that are hard to quantify economically.[44] In opposition, hard cost,
also referred to in the accounting profession as direct cost, refers to cost that are easily quantifiable.[44]
There is some research that provides validity to company fears in terms of hard cost i.e., stock price.
Telang and Wattal’s research indicates that a software vendor loses, on average, approximately 0.6% of
their stock price per vulnerability announcement.[42] It is only when their security issues start to
seriously interrupt business or application functionality that they will admit to having a problem.
Another possible reason for not wanting to admit to security breaches on the Internet is to minimize the
chance of copy cat attacks on their systems until the issue has been resolved and patched.
As the World Wide Web continues to become an integral part of everyday life, the demands for secure
web applications in the business world will continue to grow. This societal pressure is being felt in the
corporate environment through U.S. legislation such as the Economic Espionage Act of 1996 (EEA), the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), the Graham-Leach-Bliley Act of
1999, and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act which was passed into law in July of 2002.[4, 22, 46] The EEA is
the first law that explicitly makes the theft of commercial trade secrets a federal crime.[9, 22] HIPAA is
concerned with disclosure and transmission of healthcare information.[38] The Graham-Leach-Bliley
Act focuses on how financial organizations use and distribute a customer’s personal information.[5] The
Sarbanes-Oxley Act was originally designed to help restore confidence in publicly traded financial
companies by making the chief executive officers and chief financial officers personally responsible for
validating financial information.[26] However, the wording in the law has a broader reach than just the
financial world. The law (Sarbanes-Oxley) states that company CEOs and CFOs establish and maintain
proper “internal controls”.[26, 46] This means that by signing off on the validity of the data within the
system they are also signing off on its security.[26] The legislative story continues to evolve. Recently,
a ninety-one page bill was introduced in the Senate by Senator Patrick Leahy and Senator Arlen
Specter.[29] The proposal is reported to be the most aggressive “regulation-oriented” bill to date
containing “an avalanche of new rules for corporate data security and stiff penalties for information
burglars”.[29] This naturally opens the door to question the definition of a secure system.
SECURITY
Security means more than implementing encryption, Secure Socket Layer (SSL), firewalls, creating and
maintaining secure networks, the use of digital certificates, the different technologies used for
authentication and authorization or intrusion detection systems.[12, 13] In-depth discussions on these
topics and research into their improvement are occurring on a daily basis. However, a system’s security
is not determined solely by the technology that is implemented. A secure system to one organization
may not meet another organization’s definition of security. The definition of a secure system to a large
financial organization will differ from that of a small local business, such as a law firm’s web site. For
the purposes of this dialogue we will define a secure system in terms of confidentiality, integrity and
availability. The system should protect confidentiality by limiting admission to the appropriate
individuals.[36] The integrity of the system should be maintained by only allowing modifications to be
conducted by the appropriate individuals and within established guidelines.[36] The availability of the
system is defined by providing access to the appropriate parties at designated times.[36] The decision
that an organization has to address is how much risk is it willing to accept and at what financial cost.
The policy, procedures, standards, and technical controls that are developed and implemented will
define the systems confidentiality, integrity and availability. This collaborative approach defines the
overall security of the system within a business.

The new focus on security through legislation, which is forcing accountability and responsibility, is
encouraging security to become a major factor in the new evolution of the business strategy. This
overall change in the business strategy can even be seen within Microsoft when Bill Gates announced
the corporate shift towards “Trustworthy Computing” in January of 2002.[24] This business strategy
interaction will continually need to be accounted for in the development of new applications. As Alan
Zeichick, Conference Chairman of the Software Security Summit, phrased it, "Software is vulnerable!
Enterprises have spent millions of dollars installing network firewalls and Virtual Private Networks, but
the real danger is in poorly written applications”.[3]
BUSINESS STRATEGY
Due to the obvious cost advantages, the legislative pressure, pressure from news organizations, and
demand from the customer, security is evolving into an issue that needs to be addressed in an
organization’s businesses strategy. The business strategy encompasses all of the information about the
overall business that ranges from defining the scope of the business, to establishing the business models,
to broad marketing strategies, to the establishment of processes and policies, to the acquisition and
distribution of information and to the overall approach to technology within the organization.[15]
Business strategy can be examined from the corporate, the business, and the operational point of
view.[27] The corporate level strategy is the high level strategy that details the organization’s purpose
and scope.[27] The business level strategy deals with the competition in individual markets including
market segmentation, market positioning, industry analysis, and brand value.[27] The operational
strategy is concerned with the implementation aspect of the business which would include optimising
web site design, hardware requirements and utilization and software requirements.[27]
Legal pressure is pushing security up to the corporate strategy level. Chief Executive Officers and Chief
financial Officers are potentially being held accountable for the security of their applications. From a
corporate perspective, this provides a champion. Champions are critical in the corporate environment in
order to implement and sustain corporate cultural changes. Realistically, high level champions within
the organization are more likely to succeed in changing and sustaining changes to corporate cultures.
From a corporate perspective, security needs to be viewed as a collective organizational problem.
Increased security should translate into increased communication among co-workers. Increased
communication should facilitate a more in-depth understanding of the business which contributes to a
better working environment, ultimately affecting the organization’s bottom line.
From a business strategy standpoint, companies on the web need to understand that the web site is their
front door to the world. They need to strive to develop brand awareness, creative marketing
advertisements, and develop an environment that capitalizes on the customer’s experience. The
customer will make decisions about repeat business with a company based on their total experience.
This includes, as Rick Freedman put it, “Delivering on the Click”.[15] Companies have to outline the
performance standards that they are going to provide and follow through with an effective, efficient and
secure value chain while providing appropriate customer service capabilities. This basically follows the
old adage “Say what you are going to do and do what you said”!
Always remembering that
competitors are only a click away! If customers perceive that their data is not safe and secure, this can
result in lost customers, lost future revenue, lost market advantage and possibly monetary reparation.
The tightly integrated web theory does place a great deal of power in the hands of the customer from a
business model point of view.[14] “Overall, the business environment continues to become more interconnected. Traditional boundaries between organizations are eroding.”[37] A customer logs onto a web

site and places an order for one widget. Real time update notifies the supplier and updates his inventory;
the supplier’s system then updates the manufacturer’s system, and the manufacturer’s system then
updates the raw material supplier’s system. This gives everyone in the supply chain the ability to adjust
their inventories very quickly in response to demand which, in turn, severely reduces costs. This tight
integration, from a security view point, opens the door to a multitude of problems if an attack is
successful in compromising one of the linked systems. On the other hand, as organizations become
compliant, there will undoubtedly be attempts to market this value added position. An in-depth
examination of the effects of security on the individual components of an organization’s business model
is out of the scope of this paper. The purpose of this section is to acknowledge the fact that pressure
from legislation, competitors, the press and customers will force organizations to acknowledge security
as part of the business strategy.
If it appeared at all, security would traditionally have fallen under the operational strategy.
Unfortunately, there appears to be a lack of understanding on how to protect application code as it is
developed.[28] A recent survey conducted by BZ Research substantiates this idea. Of the BZ survey
respondents, “55.9 percent blamed poor programming practices” for the number of vulnerabilities in
software applications.[47] The next logical question is: how does a business protect itself and capitalize
on software application development in order to gain a competitive advantage for their business. A
possible solution, to security issues, during application development, is the integration of an independent
flexible Web Engineering Security (WES) methodology with customizable components.
DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY
As discussed in the 3rd Latin American Web Congress proceedings, the foundation of the Web
Engineering Security (WES) methodology is built on the principles of good communication, employee
education, and cultural support.[17]
The principle of good communication is a critical component of the methodology, as it is needed to
assure solution compatibility within the development team and within the organization.[17]
Communication with the end user is needed to acquire the appropriate application requirements.[17]
End user and technical employees need to be educated on the importance of security and the potential
impact on the organization.[17] This education should include various types of technical attacks and
social engineering attacks.[17, 31] Security needs to be viewed in the application development process
as “everybody’s problem”.[17, 19] The cultural support needs to originate and be continually fostered
by upper management.
The WES methodology, shown in Figure 1, is designed to complement an organization’s current
methodology, while providing guidance to the development process from a security perspective. The
WES methodology starts with a Project Development Risk Assessment; then goes to Application
Security Requirements; to Security Design / Coding; to Controlled Environment Implementation; to
Testing; to Deploy in Production and the last step is to End User Evaluation. It should be noted that the
stakeholders involved in each section will depend on the structure of the organization. In general, the
stakeholders in the Project Development Risk Assessment will be the technical staff, which could
include technical managers, application developers and security personnel, once they have been initially
notified by the business unit of the potential project.

FIGURE 1 - WES METHODOLOGY
By conducting a Project Development
Risk Assessment, the business and the
information technology group can
analyze each stage of the development
by identifying the associated risk. This
step provides an opportunity for the
organization’s development team to
understand the application from a risk
point of view and helps to generate
applicable questions to address the
application security requirements phase.
Depending on the size of the
organization
and
the
market
requirements, both the governmental and commercial perspectives, the risk analysis can be used to help
identify known risks, point out new risks and ensure that these risks are acceptable. Depending on the
needs of the organization, this can be either a very formal process or a very informal process. If it is a
formal process, then the advantage for management is that it presents a clear understanding of the risks
before a substantial investment is made in the development of the web application. The disadvantage of
a highly formalized process is that it can slow down the development process. In reality, there will be a
lot of cross-over communication between the Project Development Risk Assessment stage and the
Application Security Requirements stage. Informal processes tend to be faster in nature but, by nature,
introduce more risk through a potential lack of environmental and risk understanding.
The Application Security Requirements phase allows the development team to make a specific effort
to acquire the security requirements thorough effective communication with the end user. Hence, the
stakeholders involved in this stage would probably include the business unit and the technical staff.
They should coordinate these requirements with the organization’s security compatibility. The security
compatibility encompasses several important issues that include security policies, standards, baselines,
procedures, guidelines,[25] the corporate culture and existing technology. Policies, standards, baselines,
procedures, and guidelines can assist in large organizations to provide cohesiveness within the
organization. “The goal of an information security policy is to maintain the integrity, confidentiality and
availability of information resources.”[22] In smaller organizations, where it is not mandatory through
regulation, they can be implicit to the organization. The policy provides the “what” and the standards,
baseline, procedures and guidelines provide the “how”.[21] They can work in concert to support the
organization from a security perspective.
Corporate culture needs to take everything into account, ranging from employee security awareness
programs, to employee education on social engineering attacks (discussed below), to recognition of
organizational norms. Corporations need to educate the application end user employees and their
development staff in terms of security. They also need to remind employees periodically about security
policies, standards, baselines, procedures, and guidelines. One approach to this is to make the issue
important to the employee by integrating it into their annual evaluation.[45] This will not solve all of an
organization’s security problems; however, it does provide a practice avenue for encouraging good
security practices.[45]

Technical solutions alone will not provide protection against the human element. They will not provide
protection against an end user who reveals his/her passwords, users who circumvent security to complete
a specific task, or insider attacks.[13] When it comes to information security “the human factor is truly
security’s weakest link”.[31] This fact has spawned an area of warfare in the business world know as
social engineering. Social engineering attacks take place when an outsider or insider observes an
organization, gathers information and makes necessary business contacts under the premise of a
legitimate purpose in order to gather information.[31] This information is then used to acquire more
information until the intruder has acquired something of value.[31] The same tactics can be used by a
current employee to gain unauthorized privileges. Company employees need to be educated on the
existence of social engineering attacks and how to identify them and prevent these attacks from
occurring.[31]
The perception of security, and its importance to the business, needs to be effectively communicated at
an employee level. If the employees do not place a great deal of importance on security and they
regularly post passwords on screens or in accessible areas, trade passwords with colleagues, or grant
system access to outside vendors, then they are creating a security risk for the company. Technological
acceptance of corporate norms is when a solution has been implemented in the environment, becomes
accepted and then becomes expected. If an organization has implemented a single sign-on solution for
several of the existing applications then it would be reasonable for employees to expect new applications
to take advantage of this technology. The justification for complying with this expectation or going
against the grain needs to be examined and justified to the employees. Otherwise, employees could start
to circumvent security when it suits their needs.
Existing technology needs to be examined from two view points; a compatibility point of view and a
value added point of view. When an application is being proposed, the solution needs to be compatible
with the existing infrastructure in the organization. Does the technical expertise exist in the organization
to write the application in the proposed language? Does the hardware infrastructure support the new
applications? Is the existing code repository compatible with the new development of the new
application? There are both hard and soft costs associated with these types of questions that need to be
taken into consideration when considering any new application development. Technology needs to be
examined from a value added point of view. Whether you subscribe to individual aspects or to all of the
“value configuration(s)” which include the value chain, the value shop and the value network, one of the
goals of the organization is to provide added value regardless of the product or service that is being
offered.[1] Technology is a major contributor to this goal in today’s market place. Hence, when
examining the validity in developing a new application, the organization should be asking how this will
help them add value to their organization.
This information then allows the technical architect, in the Security Design / Coding phase, to pick the
most appropriate technical controls from a design, risk and cost perspective. Once the high level design
decisions have been made, then the coding takes place. The programmers should take into consideration
coding standards, good coding practices, code reviews and appropriate security measures. Encouraging
programmers to adhere to coding standards and to pursue good coding practices will increase the code
readability which will inherently improve software maintenance. This improvement should be felt in
both enhancement maintenance and patch maintenance. It has been estimated that maintenance accounts
for an average of 60% of an application’s software expense.[16] In reality, “better software engineering
development leads to more maintenance, not less”.[16] If an application meets the needs of a particular
market, then the application will be enhanced through the addition of new features and improved
functionality. Patch maintenance is another area that is critical to defending against cyber

vulnerabilities.[6] Any improvement in an organization’s software maintenance capabilities translates
into long term savings.
Code reviews ensure that the code is doing what it is suppose to do, decrease errors in the code and
ensure that more than one person understands the application. The implementation of the type of code
review is up to the individual organization. Code reviews can encompass everything from pair
programming, to design reviews, to manual reviews of code after it has been written. It is up to the
organization to decide the best avenue for implementation. Hence, the organization is not dependent on
a single employee for modifications and support of a specific application. Applying appropriate security
measures will help ensure data security and security consistency throughout the application.
Depending on the needs of the organization, the Controlled Environment Implementation can be as
complex as implementing it into an environment that mirrors the production environment or it can be as
simple as running the application on a desktop.[17] The goal of the environment is to minimize
surprises. Basically, this phase allows the developers to test the application’s compatibility with the
operating system and interfacing programs before application testing and a production release.
Testing takes place from both the developer and the end user perspective. Programmers should be
running their own battery of tests when the code is conceived. Again, it should be stressed that the
methodology is designed to work in conjunction with existing organizational tools and processes. If the
organization already has an investment in automated testing tools, they should be used in this stage to
augment the testing process. The end users should be writing test scripts and actively interfacing with
the application to ensure that the program is performing accordingly.
Within the area of new application development there is evidence to support the value of early
integration of security into the development methodology. The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) estimates that “93% of reported vulnerabilities are software vulnerabilities”.[34]
The Organization for Internet Safety (OIS) publishes Guidelines for Security Vulnerabilities Reporting
and Response. In this document, they define a security vulnerability as “a flaw within a software system
that can cause it to work contrary to its documented design and could be exploited to cause the system to
violate its documented security policy”.[17, 33] Hence, any flaws in the system design or application
coding can potentially lead to security vulnerabilities.[17] The Open Web Application Security Project
(OWASP) provides an excellent listing of the top ten vulnerabilities in Web Applications.[32] The
(OWASP) list complements information discussed in the previous articles the “Top Web application
security problems identified” and “The Bugs Stop Here” which were published in 2003.[2, 30] Only
after testing has been completed should the application be moved into production.
After the application’s Deployed in Production, end user feedback on the security of the application is
mandatory. End User Evaluation is critical from the standpoint of security. An efficient and effective
response to application security breaches is mandatory to web based business survival. If end users are
circumventing the applications security in order to make their lives easier or perform their jobs in a
timely manner, then these issues need to be investigated and resolved.[17] If the application has been
compromised due to a flaw in the design or the code, then the security issue needs to be addressed,
realistically, as rapidly as possible. If the application is not secure, businesses run the possibility that the
application will be abused, corporate credibility lost, and financial consequences incurred.
After the process has been customized for needs of a specific business, then it can be documented so that
it can be replicated for future projects. Depending on the needs of the organization, this can also serve

as an audit trail. The amount of documentation implemented will depend on the needs of the particular
organization. A financial institution, due to regulations, will probably have to provide detailed
documentation of their processes. In contrast, a small local business will probably document only the
bare necessities in order to conduct business.
RELEVANT WORK
Among several papers, two specific examples have recognized the importance of security in the business
environment. Secure Software, Inc. has produced a white paper titled “Why Application Security is the
New Business Imperative – and How to Achieve It”.[39] The WES methodology agrees with several
points made within the paper such as the real solution to security is a “software development process
that explicitly incorporates application security”; “remediating software security problems after the fact
is expensive and time consuming”; “robust testing”; the process should be “repeatable and
auditable”.[39]
The white paper, “A Good Defense”, published by the Center for Digital Government makes an
excellent point in that information security is rapidly becoming “a cost of doing business”.[41] This
paper produces an excellent summary of the potential costs associated with several of the viruses that
have been introduced into the Web environment over the years. The paper cites the cost claimed by
various states and cities, as examples, and gives a good breakdown of categories that will bear the
burden of an attack from a monetary point of view. The paper also gives good advice in reference to
strengthening security in the future, but it does not drill down to the level of application development.
CONCLUSION
Addressing security consistently, cohesively and effectively is a difficult and complex task. There is no
magical solution or a single solution to all of an organization’s security issues. As pressure continues to
escalate, in reference to application security through legislation and dissatisfied customers, not following
a web application development methodology that specifically addresses security is an expensive and
dangerous strategy for any business. Outside research indicates that it is cost effective to address
security flaws during development. In theory, the implementation of WES should translate into a higher
return on investment (ROI) for the company and help improve application and application feature time
to market through constant and consistent security testing during application development. The
implementation of security during the development process should positively impact application
maintenance as well as helping to improve the overall profit for the organization. Security, from a
business point of view, has become a critical issue in today’s web enabled society. The question is not
whether an attack will happen to an organization’s web site, but when, and how will it be handled? The
best approach to security, from a web development point of view, is to address security issues upfront in
the design of the web application, mitigating both soft and hard costs.
The next step in the research is to conduct case studies in industry. The purpose of the case studies is
three fold. First, case studies will provide additional information for the continual development of the
WES methodology so that it is complementary to existing Web application development processes and,
yet, retains flexibility through customizable components. The second contribution from the case studies
will be to determine, from a practitioner’s perspective, the compatibility of the WES with both
traditional and agile Web development methodologies. The third advantage is that it will create a setting
that will test the theory from a business perspective. This approach provides a ‘real world’ indication of
the practicality of the WES methodology solution.
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